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A new beam deposition code has been developed which is capable of

calculating fast ion deposition profiles including the orbit correction. The

code incorporates any injection geometry and a non-circular cross section

plasma with a variable elongation and an outward shift of the magnetic flux

surface. Typical cpu time on a DEC-10 computer is 10 -20 seconds and 5 -10

seconds with and without the orbit correction, respectively. This is shorter

by an order of magnitude than that of other codes, e.g., Monte Carlo codes.

The power deposition profile calculated by this code is in good agreement with

that calculated by a Monte Carlo code.

Keywords: NBI Beam Deposition, Non-circular Tokamak, BiRTH Code,

Doublet-II
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非円形トカマクプラス.マ用高速イオン発生率分布計算コード

日本原子力研究所東海研究所大型卜カマク開発部

大塚道夫*・永見正幸・松田俊明

c1 982年8月19日受理)

中性粒子入射加熱時のプラズマ内の高速イオン分布を計算する計算コードを開発した。乙の計算コー

ドは磁気面形状が楕円で，その中心のトーラス外側への偏移と，楕円の非円形度が磁気面の小半径に

依存して変化するようなプラズマについて高速イオン分布を計算できる。また任意の入射方向につい

て計算できるとともに，高速イオンの軌道が磁気面からずれる乙との高速イオン分布に与える影響が

考慮されている。

ダプレッ卜皿について計算した場合，計算時聞は軌道のずれを考慮した場合としない場合で，各々

1 0-2 0秒. 5 -1 0秒である。乙れは従来のモンテカルロ法を使用した同種の計算コードでの計

算時間より 1桁以上短い。 乙の計算コードで計算された高速イオンからプラズマへのエネルギ輸送

率分布は，モンテカルロ法により計算されたものとよく一致しており，軌道のずれは正しく考慮され

ている。

* 外来研究員:日立製作所(株)
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1. INTRODUCTION

Many experimental studies to investigate beta limits have recently been

carried out in Tokamak devices [1-4]. In these experiments, a high power

neutral beam is injected into the plasma in order to achieve higher beta

values. Recent experimental results in the ISX-B [1] and PDX [2] show a

decrease in energy confinement time for higher injected beam power. The

cause of this decrease is not yet well known. In order to study beam heated

plasmas effectively, it is of primary importance to analyse the data from

hundreds of plasma discharges and carefully investigate the parameter

dependence of transport phenomena. It is therefore desirable to have a fast

data analysis code subject to reasonable simplification. Since one of the

most time consuming elements of the data analysis code for beam heated plasmas

is the calculation of the beam deposition profile for the plasma, it is

particularly important to develop a fast beam deposition code in order to

analyse the data efficiently.

Several computer codes have been developed to calculate the beam

deposition profile for a plasma. Rome [5] developed a computer code for

tangential injection into circular plasmas; Fowler [6] developed a Monte Carlo

beam deposition code, NFREYA, which was designed for non-circular plasmas.

Both codes take the shift of the fast ion drift orbits in the plasma from the

magnetic flux surfaces into account. The Monte Carlo code is capable of

calculating the beam deposition profile for a beam injected with any

injection geometry into a plasma which has any configuration of the

magnetic flux surfaces. However, from a practical standpoint it is difficult

.•* —_
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to use the Monte Carlo code as a part of the data analysis code since the

Monte Carlo code consumes a great deal of cpu time in order to reduce the

statistical error.

Our object here is to develop a fast computer code (less than one minute

DEC-10 cpu time per case) which is capable of calculating a beam deposition

profile with an orbit correction for a neutral beam injected with any

injection geometry into a non-circular Tokamak plasma with displaced magnetic

flux surfaces.

Section 2 describes the assumptions and equation employed in the code;

Section 3 presents a comparison of the calculated results using the present

code with those derived from a Monte Carlo code and discusses the orbit

effect on the beam deposition profile. The summary is presented in Section 4.

]AERI -M 82-129 
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2. CALCULATIONAL METHOD

2.1 Assumptions

The beam deposition code described in this paper has been developed

primarily to analyse the data from neutral beam heated discharges in the

Doublet III Tokamak (a device capable of generating non-circular dee-shaped

plasmas with elongations of up to 1.8 [7]). Figure l(a) shows the magnetic

flux contours of a Doublet III plasma calculated by the free boundary

equilbirium code [8]. The outer flux contours are dee-shaped but the inner

2
flux contours (r < — a) (the region in which the transport phenomenon is

important because the hot plasma is contained in this region) have elliptical

shapes with variable elongations. The flux contours are not all concentric

but shift outward and this shift becomes larger in high beta plasmas. These

features are common to non-circular dee-shaped plasmas. Because of these

considerations, in order to simplify the calculation the magnetic flux

contours are approximated as ellipses with variable elongations and outward

shifts both of which depend on the plasma minor radius.

In general, the beam deposition profile can be simply calculated with a

so-called pencil beam approximation. However, with this approximation the

beam deposition profile diverges near the point at which the injected beam is

tangent to the magnetic flux surface. In the present code, the so-called

diffused beam which has a finite beam radius is considered to eliminate the

divergence and the beam cross sectional shape is approximated as ellipse.

-3-
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shapes wlth variab1e e1ongations. The f1ux contours are not a11 concentric 
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features are common to non-circu1ar dee-shaped p1asmas. Because of these 

considerations， in order to simp1ify the ca1cu1atlon the magnetic f1ux 
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This approximation is quite reasonable since almost all the neutral beams

extracted from several types of ion source have a circular or elliptical cross

sectional shape. The beam current density is constant for each concentric

ellipse and depends only on the radius of this ellipse. The neutral beam

usually has a divergence angle of 1 -2 degrees. In this code, the beam

divergence is neglected, i.e., the parallel beam is considered because of the

expansion of the beam radius in the plasma due to the beam divergence being

negligibly small in comparison to the beam radius itself.

Drift orbits of fast ions created in the plasma by ionization and charge

exchange are divided into two groups, transit orbit and banana orbit. In

general, the fast ions distribute non-uniformly in both the poloidal and

toroidal direction, especially when the fast ions move along the banana

orbits. However, from the viewpoint of energy transfer to the plasma from the

fast ions, it is a reasonable approximation that the fast ions distribute

uniformly in both the poloidal and toroidal direction and that their birth

rates depend only on the minor radius of the magnetic flux contour, since the

plasma ions and electrons move uniformly on the magnetic flux surface in which

the fast ions transfer their energy to the plasma through classical coulomb

collisions.

The shift of the fast ion drift orbits from the magnetic flux contour is

~ 2 -5 cm in Doublet III for the transit orbits; the banana width is ~ 5 -10

cm for banana orbits under typical experimental conditions (plasma current :

300 kA -1 MA, beam energy : 60 -80 keV). These shifts and widths although

not very large cannot be neglected, especially in the case of a near-

perpendicular injection as in Doublet III, since a large number of fast ions

-4-
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move along the banana orbits for the near-perpendicular Injection.

Therefore, in the present code this orbit effect is taken into account in the

following manner. A fast ion created on a magnetic flux surface moves along

a particular orbit crossing the magnetic flux surfaces. The fast ion

deposition profile is then weighted by the fraction of bounce time which the

fast ion spends in each differential volume between the magnetic flux

surfaces.

The fast ions usually diffuse across the magnetic flux surfaces due to

pitch angle scattering during the slowing down process. However, this spatial

diffusion of fast ions can be neglected for all practical purposes since the

characteristic time of pitch angle scattering is usually long compared to the

typical slowing down time. The calculated results given by a Monte Carlo

code show that this diffusion can be neglected. (See Section (3.2)).

5
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2.2 Equations

2.2.1 Magnetic flux contours

Each magnetic flux contour calculated by the free boundary equilibrium

code is approximated as an ellipse which is shown in Fig. l(b), and then

expressed by the following equations in cylindrical coordinates (R, <)>, z) (see

Fig. 2).

P2 1
(cos29 + sin26) - 1 (1)

K(X)2

+ A(X) (2)

z =» psln9 (3)

where r is the minor radius of the magnetic flux contour in the midplane,

X » r/a, a is the plasma minor radius (i.e., the minor radius of the

outermost magnetic flux contour), K(X) is the elongation, Rp is the plasma

major radius (I.e., the major radius of the outermost magnetic flux contour),

A(X) is the outward shift of the magnetic flux contour and R0(X) is the major

radius of the magnetic flux contour. K(X) and A(X) are approximated with the

appropriate functions so that they fit the calculated ones by the equilibrium

code.

-6-
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2.2 Equat10ns 

2.2.1 Magnetlc f1ux contours 

Each magnet1c f1ux contour ca1cu1ated by the free boundary equ1l1brium 

code 19 approx1mated as an ell1pse wh1ch 1s ShOWll 1n F1g. l(b)， and then 

expressed by the fo11ow1ng equat10ns 1n cy11ndr1ca1 coord1nates (R， f， z)(see 

F1g.2). 
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Ro(X) - ~ + A(X) (2) 

zρs1n6 (3) 

where r 1s the m1nor rad1us of the magnet1c f1ux contour 1n the m1dp1ane， 

X -r/a， a 1s the p1asma m1nor rad1us (1.e.， the m1nor rad1us of the 

outermost magnet1c f1ux contour)， K(X) 1s the e1ongat1on. Rp 1s the p1asma 

major rad1us (1.e.. the major rad1us of the outermost magnet1c f1ux contour)， 

a(X) 1s the outward sh1ft of the magnet1c f1ux contour and RO(X) 1s the回 jor

rad1us of the ~gnet1c f1ux contour. K(X) and A(X) are approx1mated w1th the 

appropr1ate funct10ns so that they f1t the ca1culated ones by the equ111br1u皿

code. 

-6-
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=• Ckl + Ck2X
2 + Ck3X* (4)

= cdl + Cd2 x 2 + C d3
x 4 (5)

a

where C k j , Cyg, C ^ , C d l , 0^2
 a n d C ^ are constants.

The toroidal plasma volume, V(r), enclosed by an magnetic flux surface Is

expressed by

V(r) - TT r2<(X) • 2TTRO(X) (6)

Therefore, the differential volume, dV(r), between the magnetic flux surfaces

is expressed by

/ die(X) dRo(X) \
dV(r) - 2Ti2rdr I 2<(X) • RoCX) + X R0(X) + X • K(X) 1

d /
0 (7)

dX dX /

- 7 -
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に(X) ~ Ckl + Ck2X2 + Ck3X4 (4) 
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(5) 
a 

where Ckl' Ck2， Ck3' Cd1， C~2 and Cd3 are constants. 

The toro1dal plasma vol¥皿 e，V(r)， enclosed by an magnet1c flux surface 1s 

expressed by 

V(r) ..官 r2K(X) • 211Ro(X) (6) 

Therefore， the d1fferent1al volume， dV(r)， between the magnet1c flux surfaces 

1s expressed by 

I dK(X) dRn(X) ¥ 
dV(r) 2112rdr I 2K(X) • Ro(X) + X --Ro(X) + X • K(X)--="ー)(7)

¥ dX dX I 
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2.2.2 Fast ion deposition profile

In this section, the fast ion deposition profile without the orbit

correction is described. The fast ions created on any magnetic flux surface

distribute uniformly on this surface. In this case, the fast Ion birth rate

at a minor radius in the midplane of r, due to a small beam element injected

into the plasma, is calculated by dividing the number of fast ions created

between a magnetic flux surface of the minor radius, r, and the minor radius,

r-dr, with the differential volume between these surfaces (see Fig. 3).

That Is, the fast ion birth rate due to a small beam element, dnjj(r), is given

by

1 +
dnB(r) - • ds • (Ro+pcos9)d<t. | en • el | J(p,9,<j>) • dJl • ne(r) • ot(r) (8)

dV(r)

where n^r) and "ot(r) are the electron density and the total ionization cross
-••

section at the minor radius of r, respectively, en is the normal vector of

•*•

the magnetic flux surface at the point (p,6,(|>) and e^ is the unit vector in

the direction of injection. Here, J(p,6,<f>) is the neutral beam current

density at the point (p,8,<|>) on the magnetic flux surface and is expressed by

3,<j>) - J,.(p,6,<J>)exp / - I ne(r)at(r)dJl } (9)
0 ( J Ap(p,6,<j,) )

where J0(p,8,<(>) is the neutral beam current density on the outermost magnetic

flux surface before attenuating, &p(p,8,<|>) is the distance from an arbitrary

point (e.g., ion source) to the point at which the beam element crosses the

outermost magnetic flux surface and £(p,8,4>) is the distance from an arbitrary

point to the point (p,6,<j>).

-8-
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2.2.2 Fast 10n depos1t1on prof11e 

In th1s sect1on， the fast 10n depos1t1on prof11e w1thout the orb1t 

correct1on 1s descr1bed. The fast 10ns created on any magnet1c flux surface 

d1str1bute un1formly on th1s surface. In th1s case， the fast 10n b1rth rate 

at a m1nor rad1us 1n the m1dplane of r， due to a small beam element 1njected 

1nto the plasma， 1s calculated by d1v1d1ng the number of fast 10ns created 

between a magnet1c flux surface of the m1nor rad1us， r， and the m1nor rad1us， 

r-dr， with the d1fferent1al volume between these surfaces (see F1g. 3). 

That 1s， the fast 10n b1rth rate due to a small beam element， dnB(r)， 1s g1ven 

by 

1 + + 
• ds・(Ro+pcos9)d中 Ien・e且 IJ(p ， 9 ，~)・ d且・ ne(r) ・ Ot(r)dnB(r) 

dV(r) 

where ne(r) and吉t(r)are the electron density and the total 1on1zation cross 

+ 
sect10n at the m1nor rad1us of r， respect1vely， en 1s the normal vector of 

+ 
the magnet1c flux surface at the po1nt (ρ，9，中)and e!is the un1t vector 1n 

the direction of 1njection. Here， J(ρ，9，中)1s the neutral beam current 

dens1ty at the point (p，9，中)on the magnetic flux surface and 1s expressed by 

J(p，9，$) - JO(p，9，$叶-f:::;:;〉山川

where Jo(ρ，9，中)1s the neutral beam current dens1ty on the outermost magnetic 

flux surface before attenuat1ng，且p(ρ，9，中)1s the d1stance from an arb1trary 

po1nt (e.g.， 10n source) to the po1nt at wh1ch the beam element crosses the 

outermost magnet1c flux surface and且(ρ，9，中)1s the d1stance from an arb1trary 

po1nt to the po1nt (p，e，中). 

白。

(8) 

(9) 
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The total fast ion birth rate due to the total neutral beam injected into

the plasma is given by integrating Eq. (8) inside the region on the magnetic

flux surface defined as the intersectional area of the neutral beam and the

magnetic flux surface.

ne(r) at(r)

2ir r ( 2KR + X Jl R + Xtc

V ° *̂ ° dX

x i , 5 L

J J |dr
9a

Figure 4 shows the injection geometry in a cartesian coordinate system

anchored in the center of the torus. The point (x0, 0, zo) defined on the

(x, z) plane is the cross point of the beam center line and the (x, z) plane.

&l is the angle between the x axis and the unit vector, e^, in the direction

of the injection projected on the (x, y) plane. 62 is the angle between the

unit vector, e$ and the (x, y) plane. The orbit of the beam element parallel

to the beam center line is expressed by

x » x s - Acos92 cos 8]̂

y » £cos92Sin9^ (11)

z • zg - Asin62

-9-
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The tota1 fast 10n b1rth rate due to the tota1 neutra1 beam 1njected 1nto 

the p1asma 1s g1ven by 1ntegrat1ng Eq. (8) 1n.s1de the reg10n on the magnet1c 

f1ux surface def1ned as the 1ntersect1ona1 area of the neutra1 beam and the 

magnet1c f1nx surface. 

~(r) = 
ne(r)σt(r) 

2(2KVxh+XK会)

F
'
'
a
E
a

，J 
X
 

《

U

、.J

，a
、

内

u

h

u

'

K

 

A

V

a

 
f
t
j
+
 

ds(恥 +ρ∞sBM+lA.ら!・ J(ρ，9，41)(10)

l%i I e a 

F1gure 4 shows the 1nject1on geometry 1n a cartes1an coord1nate system 

anchored 1n the center of the torus. The po1nt (xo' 0， zo) def1ned on the 

(x， z) p1ane is the CI'OSS po1nt of the beam center line and the (x， z) p1ane. 
+ 

31 1s the ang1e between the x ax1s and the un1t vector， et， 1n the d1rect1on 

of the !nject1on projected on the (x， y) p1ane. 92 18 the ang1e between the 

-令

unit vector， e且 andthe (X， y) p1ane. The orb1モofthe beam e1ement para11e1 

to the beam center 11ne 1s expre8sed by 

x Xs -且cos92cos91 

y 且cos92s1n91 (11) 

z Zs -且自1n92

-9-
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where I is the distance from the intersecting point (x8, 0, z8) of the beam

element and the (x, z) plane to a point (x, y, z). The relation between the

minor radius, r, and the distance, A, is obtained from Eqs. (1) and (11) using

x = (RQ + pcos6)cos<|> and y =• (Ro + pcos6)sin<j>.

c(X)2
(z8-*sin62)

2
1/2 ) 2
) - R0(X) [ (12)

\

dr/dA in Eq. (10) is then obtained by differentiating Eq. (12) by r.

dr / p2sin29 die pcos9
[r + • + * —

dl \ K3 ' a dX a dX

pcos9 cos62 - cos<(( (13)

The unit vector, e%, and the normal vector en, are expressed by

(3P \ d9 / a P \
~~* sin9 + pcos9 I cos(() ~~* - I "~"~ sin9 + pcos9|
39 / ds , V 39 I

de

ds ,

( 3p \ de
—cos6 - psin9J
39 / ds

(15)

- 1 0 -

]AERl -M 82 -129 

where R. 1s the d1stance from the 1ntersect1ng po1nt (xs' O. ZS) of the beam 

e1eruent and the (x. z) p1ane to a po1nt (x. Y. z). The re1at1on between the 

m1nor rad1us. r. and the d1stance. R.. 1s obta1ned from Eqs. (1) and (11) us1ng 

x = (Ro + pcose)co吋 andy a (Ro + pcose)s1叫.

1 ( ....，... _ 1/2 . _ ， 
r2 一一て (zs-R.s1nS2)2 + {(R.2cos2S2 + xl - 2xs R.cosS2COSS1)~/''' -Ro(X) ~ ... (12) 

に(X)'

dr/dR.士lEq. (10) 18 then obta1ned by d1fferent1at1ng Eq. (12) by r. 

dr /ρ2s1n2S 
--'r + ーーーーーー-
dR. ¥ K

3・a

dK pcose dRo ¥ 
-ーー+ーーーーー・一-，
dX a dX I 

l 
ρcosS cosS2 (s1n中s1nS1-cos中cose1) 内

4
A
U
 n

 
a--S 

A
U
 n

 

a
4
 

8
 

nv 
内

4K
 

(13) 

+ + 
The unit vector. eR.. and the norma1 vector en • are expressed by 

+ 
eR. .. (ー cosS2cosS1. cosS2 81nS1. -s1ne2) 

(14) 

-n
 

+
e
 i-G 、dS I aρ¥  de 

s1nS + pcose I cosljlー一 -l'一一 s1nS+ρcose I s1nljlーー
J ds. ¥ ae I ds 
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(15) 
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Thus,

\ l n ' n \ ' I H | —
ds

where,

p \ /p \
H = I sin6+pcos8 I cos<j>co8 92cos6i - I sin9+pcos8 I sin<j>cos82Sin8i

36 I \ae f

3p
— cos6 - psin6 I sinQo (17)

36

Finally, the following equation is obtained by substituting Eq. (16) in Eq.

(10).

ne(r) 0t(r) 9b

2

n ( r ) - - _ _ _ f f d8d(}.(Ro+pcos6)|H|j(p,9,(t.)

W*&S?)f I2ir .. _ _ .
Idr
Idill

(18)

- 1 1 -

Thus， 
+ + d6 

I en • e~ I 2 I H I一-
ds 

where， 

]AERI -M 82-129 

I ilρ ¥ lilp ¥ 
H = 1-sin併 pcos6I co吋 CO吋 2cos61十一sin6+pcos6I sin中cos62s1n61

¥ il6 J ¥a6 J 

， 、
I ap ¥ 
1--cos 6 -psin6 I sin62 
¥ a6 I 

(16) 

(17) 

Fina11y， the fo11owing equat10n 13 obta1ned by substltuting Eq. (16) in Eq. 

(10). 

se(r)吉t(r)

nB(r) d6d中(Ro+pcos6)IHIJ(p，6，中〉

-11-
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2.2.3 Intersection of the neutral beam and the magnetic flux surface

The cross sectional shape of the neutral beam is approximated as an

ellipse whose axis is parallel to the (x, y) plane. In this case, the

boundary surface of the neutral beam is given by the following equations with

notations in Fig. (4).

(x - xo)2 + y2 + (Z _ Zo)2 = £2 + pR2

I - -(x-xo)cos02 cosBj + ycos02 sin9j - (z-zQ)

(19)

P» 2 / 2 ' l\ICOS^Y + sin^Y I " 1

H2 V <B2 /

PB cosy " (x-x^) sin9i + (y -

- x0

where aB is the length of the ellipse axis parallel to the (x, y) plane, K B is

the ellipticity and PB is the radius of the ellipse.

-12-
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2.2.3 Intersection of the neutra1 beam and the magnetic f1ux surface 

The cross sectiona1 shape of the neutral beam is approxi皿atedas an 

e11ipse whose axis is para11e1 to the (x， y) p1ane. In this case， the 

boundary surface of the neutra1 beam is given by the fo11owing equations with 

notations in Fig. (4). 

(x -xo)2 + y2 + (z -zo)2 且2+ρB2 

且=ー(x-xo)cos82cos81 + ycos82 sin81 -(z-zo) sin82 

(19) 

B

一2B
P

a

 

... 1 

ρB cosy = (x-xl) sin81 + (y -yl) cos81 

xl -x.。ー1cos82cos81 

yl - lcos82 sin81 

where aB is the length of the e11ipse axis paral1el to the (ま， y) p1ane， KB is 

the el1ipticity and ρB is the radius of the e11ipse. 

-12"'"' 
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The intersection is calculated by substituting Eq. (1), x«(Ro+PCOs6)cos<|>

and y=(R0+pcos9)sin(|) in Eq. (19). The fast ion birth rate on any magnetic

flux surface is then given by integrating Eq. (18) inside the obtained

intersectional area.

2.2.4 Ionization cross section

The neutral atoms injected into the plasma are ionized through

electron impact ionization, ion impact ionization and charge exchange.

The election impact ionization cross section, the hydrogenic ion impact

ionization cross section and the charge exchange cross setion with hydrogenic

ions are well-known and calculated from formulas given by Riviere [9]. The

impurity ion impact ionization cross section and charge exchange cross setion

with the impurity ions in the plasma are described as a^z * Z**^ (o±± + ocx)

by Olson [10]. Here: aj z is the total electron loss cross section with the

impurity ions, Z is the charge number of the impurity ions, a±± is the proton

impact ionization cross section, and acx is the charge exchange cross section

with protons. In order to calculate the total electron loss cross section

with the impurity ions, it is necessary to know the charge numbers and density

of all kinds of impurity ions. However, at the present time, it is impossible

in practice to have this information. Therefore, in the present code we

assume that there is one species of impurity ion whose charge number is Z and

that the effective charge number, Z e f f, is spatially uniform. Under these

assumptions, the total electron loss cross section is expressed by

at(r) - aie(r) + (o±1(r) + acx(r)j Jf + (1 - f)0.6 . (Zef£ - f)0.4 (20)

-13-
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The intersection is ca1cu1ated by substituting Eq. (1)， x-(Ro+ρcose)cos中

and ya(Ro+pcose)sin中 inEq. (19). The fast ion birth rate on any magnetic 

f1ux surface is then given by integrating Eq. (18) inside the obtained 

intersectiona1 area. 

2.2.4 Ionization cross section 

The neutra1 atoms injected into the p1asma are ionized through 

e1ectron impact ionization， ion impact ionization and charge exchange. 

The e1ect;on impact ionizati~n cross section， the hydrogenic ion impact 

ionization cross section and the charge exchange cross setion with hydrogenic 

ions are we11-known and ca1cu1ated from formu1as given by Riviere [9]. The 

impurity ion impact ionization cross section and charge exchange cross setion 

with the impurity ic.ms in the p1asma are described as σiz .. Z1.4 (Oii + ocx) 

by 01son [10]. Here:σiz is the tota1 e1ectron 10ss cross section with the 

impurity ions， Z is the charge number of the impurity ions， oii is the proton 

impact ionization cross section， and σ'cx is the charge exchange cross section 

with protons. In order to ca1cu1ate the tota1 e1ectron 10ss cross section 

with the lmpurity ions， it is necessary to know the charge numbers and density 

of a11 kinds of impurity ions. However， at the present time， it is impossib1e 

in practice to have this information. Therefore， in the present code we 

assume that there is one species of impurity ion whose charge number is Z and 

that the effective charge number， Zeff' is spatia11y uniform. Under these 

assumptions， the tota1 e1ectron 10S8 cross section is expressed by 

-13-
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Z - Z e f f

(21)
ne(r) Z - 1

where at(r) is the total electron loss cross section averaged over the

Maxwellian distribution, a±e(*) is the electron impact lonization cross

section averaged over the Maxwellian distribution of electrons at the local

electron temperature, ̂ ^(r) and ocx(r) are the proton Impact ionizatlon cross

section and charge exchange cross section with protons averaged over the

Maxwellian distribution of ions at the local ion temperature, respectively,

and n^(r) is the plasma ion density. In the present code,, the temperature and

density profile in the plasma can be approximated with the appropriate

functions (see Eqs. (33) and (34)) •

-14-
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n1(r) Z -Zeff 
f 2・

ne(r) Z -1 

where吉t(r)1s the tota1 e1ectron 108S cross sect10n averaged over the 

Maxwe111an dlstr1but10n，吉1e(r)1s the e1ectron 1mpact 10n1zat10n cross 

(21) 

sect10n averaged over the Maxwe111an d1str1but10n of e1ectrons at che 10ca1 

e1ectron temperature，百11(r) and百cx(r)are the proton 1mpact 10n1zat10n cross 

sect10n and charge exchange cr08S sect10n w1th protons averaged over the 

Maxwe111an d1str1but10n of 10ns at the 10ca1 10n temperature， respect1ve1y， 

and n1(r) 1s the p1asma 10n dens1ty. In the pre8ent code~ the temperature and 

dens1ty profi1e in the p1asma can be approximated with the appropriate 

funct10ns (see Eqs. (33) and (34)). 

-14-
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2,2.5 Orbit correction

In the cylindrical coordinate system shown In Fig. (2), the drift orbits

of the fast Ions are calculated according to the following equation under the

assumption that the magnetic field Is static and axlsymmetrlc and that the

toroidal magnetic field Is larger than the pololal magnetic field [11].

2mn
H v.R => constant (22)

where ty Is the pololdal magnetic field flux and m, e, and V| are the mass, the

charge, and the guiding center velocity of the fast Ions parallel to the

axlsymmetrlc magnetic field, respectively.

Eq. (22) Is Independent of the <|>-direction because of the assumption

of axlsymmetry. Thus, the fast Ion drift orbit defined by Eq. (22) represents

the projection of the drift orbit onto the (R, z) plane. Furthermore, we may

calculate the drift orbit on only the half plane over the horizontal line

since tht plasma is symmetric against the horizontal line.

The magnetic moment and the kinetic energy of the fast ion are conserved

under the assumptions of a small variation in the magnetic field within the

area of the Lamor radius and in the gyration time of the fast ions as well as

less collisions and the lack of an electric field in the plasma.

-15-
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2.2.5 Orb1t correct10n 

1n the cy11ndr1ca1 coord1nate自ystemshown 1n F1g. (2). the dr1ft orb1ts 

of the fast 10ns are calcu1ated accord1ng to the fol10w1ng equat10n under the 

assumpt10n that the magnet1c f1e1d 1s stat1c and ax1symmetr1c and that the 

toro!da1 magnet1c fie1d 1s 1arger than the p0101a1 magnet1c f1e1d [11]. 

争
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a
 

，.-s
 

n
 

o
 

c
 

R
 

V
 

M

一e+
 

巾

V
(22) 

where中 1sthe p0101da1 magnet1c f1e1d f1ux and m. e. and vl are the mass. the 

charge. and the gu1d1ng center ve10c1ty of the fast 10ns para11el to the 

ax1symmetr1c magnet1c f1e1d， respect1vely. 

Eq. (22) 1s 1ndependent of the中-d1rect10nbecause of the ass岨 ption

ofax1symmetry. Thus， the fast 10n dr1ft orb1t def1ned by Eq. (22) represents 

the project10n of the dr1ft orb1t onto the (R， z) p1ane. Furthermore， we may 

ca1cu1ate the dr1ft orb1t on on1y the ha1f p1ane over the hor1zonta1 11ne 

s1nce th~ p1asma 1s symmetr1c aga1nst the hor1zonta1 11ne. 

The 1阻 gnet1cmoment and the kinet1c energy of the fast 10n are conserved 

under the assumptions of a sma11 var1at10n 1n the magnet1c f1e1d wlth1n the 

area of the Lamor rad1us and 1n the 'gyratlon t1me of the fast 10ns as we11 as 

1ess c011is10ns and the 1ack of an e1ectr1c f1e1d 1n the p1asma. 

-15-
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Eq. (22) can be rewritten by using these assumptions.

2nmv ( . ) 1/2
j R(R - R*) !<«R, z) + a (R(R - R*) } - K(R, z, R ) (23)

2
V i b

where R E RJ, , R^ Is the major radius where the fast ion Is created,

V2

vjjj is the fast Ion velocity perpendicular to the magnetic field at the birth

point of the fast ion, v is the fast ion velocity, and a » 1 or -1 when V| is

in the same or opposite direction as the plasma current. K(R, z, R*) in Eq. (23)

is the constant determined by the fast ion birth point and the related

pitch angle. '<j>(R, z) > required to solve Eq. (23), is given by calculating

the free boundary equilibrium code [8] for each plasma discharge and is

approximated as an appropriate polynomial function which depends only on the

minor radius of Che magnetic flux contour which is approximated as the ellipse

given by Eq. (1) according to the equilibrium calculation. That is,

Cp2X
2 + Cp3X

3 + Gp4X4 (24)

where Cpo, Cp2» Cp3, and C.^ are constants. The magnetic flux contour is

rewritten in the cylindrical coordinate system shown in Fig. (2) by

Z

(R - R Q ( X ) ) 2 - r2 - (25)
K ( X ) 2

-16-
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Eq. (22) can be rewr1tten by us1ng these assumpt1ons. 

2 
Vlb 

K(R， z， R骨) (23) 

where R*三 Rb--_-， Rb 1s the major rad1us wher.a the fast 10n 18 created， 
V-

Vlb 1s the fast 10n ve1oc1ty perpend1cu1ar to the magnet1c f1e1d at the b1rth 

po1nt of the fast 1on， V 18 the fast 10n ve1oc1ty， and α-1 or -1 when vl 18 

1n the same or oppos1te d1rect1on as the p1as回 current. K〈R，z，t)1n Eq.(23) 

1s the constεnt determ1ned by the fast 10n b1rth po1nt and the re1ated 

pitch ang1e. 中(R，z). requ1red to so1ve Eq. (23). 1s g1ven by ca1cu1at1ng 

the free boundary equ111br1um code [8] for each p1asma d1scharge and 18 

approx1mated. as an appropr1ate po1ynomia1 function wh1ch depends on1y on the 

m1nor rad1us of Che magnet1c f1~ contour wh1ch 1s approx1mated as the e111pse 

g1ven by Eq. (1) accord1ng to the equi11brium ca1cu1ation. That 1s， 

中(x) - Cpo + Cp2X2 + Cp3X3 + Cp4X4 

where Cpo' Cp2' Cp3・andCp4 are constants. 明le回 gnet1cf1ux contour 1s 

rewr1tten 1n the cy11ndr1ca1 coord1nate system 8hown 1n F1g. (2) by 

2 z 
何回Ro(X))2 - r2-

IC(X)孟

-16-
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This approximation described above for the poloidal magnetic flux

simplifies the calculation of the fast ion drift orbits and consequently

reduces the cpu time for the calculation of the orbit correction

significantly.

The fast ion drift orbit is calculated by solving Eq. (23) using Eqs.

(24) and (25). The fast ion deposition profile with the orbit correction is

obtained by weighting each fast ion birth rate by the fraction of bounce time

which the fast ion spends in the related differential volume between the

magnetic flux surfaces. The fast ion birth rate at the minor radius of r^,

AnB(ri), which originates from the fast ton created on the magnetic flux

surface of the minor radius, rj, is expressed by

AnB(r1) = dnB(rj) • dV(rj) • Wij(pj, 9^, fj, r±, r^) • dr± • (26)
dV(r±)

where dng(rj) given by Eq. (8) is the fast ion birth rate due to a small beam

element, dV(r^) and dV(rj) are differential voluems at the minor radii of r^

and rj, respectively, and Wij(pj, 8j, $j, rj, r*) is the fraction of bounce

time which the fast ions created at the point (Pj» ej» •j)'on the magnetic

flux surface of the minor radius, rj, spend in the unit length of the minor

radius at the minor radius of r^. The total fast ion birth rate with the

orbit correction at the minor radius of r^ is obtained by integrating Eq. (26)

with 8j, (j>4, and rj using Eqs. (7) and (8).
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This approximation de自cribedabove for the poloidal magnetic flux 

simplifies the calculation of the fast ion drift orbits and consequently 

reduces the cpu time for the calculationof the orbit correction 

significant1y. 

The fast ion drift orbit is calcu1ated by solving Eq. (23) using Eqs. 

(24) and (25). The fast ion deposition profile with the orbit correction is 

obtained by weighting each fast ion birth rate by the fr.action of bounce time 

which the fast ion spends in the related differential volume between the 

magnetic flux surfaces. The fast ion birth rate at the minor radius of ri. 

ß~B(ri)' which originates from the fast iDn created on the magnetic flux 

surface of the minor radius. rj' is expressed by 

ß~B(ri) = ~占B(rj) ・ dV(rj) • Wlj(ρj' 6j. CTj' ri' rj)・ dri・ (26)
百(ri)

where dnB(rj) given by Eq. (8) is the fast ion birth rate due to a small beam 

element. dV(ri) and dV(rj) are differential voluems at the minor radii of ri 

and r j' respecti vely. and Wij (ρj' 6j • 中j' ri' rj) is the fraction of bounce 

time which the fast ions created at the point (ρj' 6j • 中j)on the回 gnetic

flux surface of the minor radius. rj. spend in the unit length of the minor 

radius at the minor radius of ri・Thetotal fast ion birth rate with the 

orbit correction at the minor radius of ri is obtained by integrating Eq. (26) 

with 6j. 中j' and rj using Eqs. (7) and (8). 
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r. 2K(X,)R
1 1

(X<)+X,
O 1 1

d Ro ( Xi )

r2(ri)

dr.

&SL

) ^ • J( P j ,6j (27)

Fast ions which are able to travel across the magnetic flux surface at

the minor radius, r^, are created inside the area surrounded by 9a(rj)-9g(rj)

and <j>a(9j)-<j>|j(9j) on the magnetic flux surface of the minor radius, rJ , and

also created between the minor radius, r^Crj) and
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Fast ions叫lichare ab1e to trave1 across the magnetic f1ux surface at 

the minor radius， ri' are created inside the area surrounded by 9a(rj)-9S(rj) 

and 中α(9j)ー句(9j)on the回 gneticf1ux surface of the minor radius， rj' 釦 d

a1so created between the minor radius， r1(ri) and r2(ri). 
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The bounce time, T, which the fast ion spends in the differential volume

between the magnetic flux surfaces of the minor radius, r and r", is given by

' M2+W2
~ TUT <28>
(v2

R + vz2)

9 9 !/2
where (dRz + dz ) is an element of arc length in the drift orbit on

the (R, z) plane, VR and vz are the R-component and the z-coraponent

of the fast ion velocity, respectively, expressed by the following equations

under the assumption that the toroidal magnetic field is larger than the

poloidal magnetic field.

vR - . (29)
B 2irR 3Z

VJ 1 Sip m
. +

B 2irR 3R 2eBR
vz = a . + (2v2 - V i

2) (30)

where
/ R*\l/2vi - v (l - f_ I
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The bounce time，τ， which the fast ion spends in the differentia1 volume 

between the magnetic f1ux surfaces of the minor radius， r and r'， is given by 
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1/2 
where (dR2 + dz2)-'-is an e1ement of arc 1ength in the drift orbit on 

the (R， z) p1ane， vR and Vz are the R-component and the z-component 

of. the fast ion ve1ocity. respective1y， expressed by the following equations 

under the assumption that the toroida1 magnetic fie1d is 1arger than the 

po1oida1 magnetic fie1d. 

Vg 1 aψ 

VR - (29) 

B 2'ITR az 

VI m
一
肌

+
 

川
一
日

一
川

(30) Vz αーー
B 

， . v (1 _ :* )'/2 
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The fraction of the bounce time, Wi j > i s given by

(Pi» 1. fi» l t )
, 0 j t +J, r i , rj) - - - - — (31)

T t(pj, 8 jf 4.J, rj)

where Tt (pj, 9j, (j)j, rj) is the bounce time with which the fast ion

created at the point (pj, 8j, i|)j) on the magnetic flux surface of the minor

radius, rj, travels along the entire length of its orbit and x(pj, Q-i, <j>j,

rj) is the bounce time which the same fast ion spends f.n the unit length of

the minor radius at the minor radius of r±.
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The fractlon of the bounce tlme， Wij. Is glven by 

Wlj(Pj' 6j' CTj' rl' rj) ，. 
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where τt (ρj' 6j， CTj' rj) 18 the bounce tlme wlth whlch the fast lon 

created at the polnt (Pj' 6j' 中j)on the magnetl<! flux surface of the m1nor 

radiu8， rj' trave1s a10ng the entlre length of lts orblt and τ〈ρj' 6j'中j'rl' 

rj) Is the bounce tlme whlch the same fast lon spends in the unlt 1ength of 

the m1nor radlus at the m1nor radlus of rl・
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3. TYPICAL CALCULATIONAL RESULTS

The fast Ion deposition profile Is obtained by integrating Eq. (18) or

Eq. (27) numerically. The typical CPU time for calculating the fast ion

deposition profile In Doublet III within a computational error of 10% over the

entire range of the minor radius is 10 -20 seconds with the orbit correction

and 5 -10 seconds without the orbit correction on the DEC-10 computer. This

time is shorter by an order of magnitude than that of a Monte Carlo code. In

order to evaluate the computational model and check the program, we use the

parameter, A, defined by

c/ dV

(32)
Nin " Nout

where N£ n is the neutral particle Injection rate Into the plasma and N o u t is

the outgoing neutral particle rate out of the plasma without suffering any

electron loss collisions in the plasma. In principle, A in Eq. (32) must be 1

for all fast ion- species. In the calculation described in this section, A is

in the range of 1.01 -0.96.
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3. TYP1CAL CALCULAT10NAL RESULTS 

The fast 10n depos1t10n prof11e 1s obta1ned by 1ntegrat1ng Eq. (18) or 

Eq. (27) numer1cally. The typ1cal CPU t1me for calcu1at1ng the fast 10n 

depos1t10n prof11e 1n Doub1et 111 w1th1n a computat10nal error of 10% over the 

ent1re range of the m1nor rad1us 18 10 -20 seconds w1th the orb1t correct10n 

and 5 -10 seconds without the orb1t correct10n on the DEC-I0 computer. Th1s 

t1me 18 shorter by an order of magn1tude than that of a Monte Car10 code. 1n 

order to evaluate the computat10nal model and check the program， we use the 

para皿eter，A， def1ned by 
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N1n - Nout 

where N1n 1s the neutral part1cle 1nject10n rate 1nto the p1asma and Nout 1s 

the outg01ng neutral part1cle rate out of the pla8ma without suffer1ng any 

electron loss c0111s10ns 1n the plasma. 1n pr1nc1ple， A 1n Eq. (32) must be 1 

for all fast 10h:自pec1es. 1n the calculat10n descr1bed 1n th1s sect10n， A 1s 

1n the range of 1.01 -0.96. 
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3.1 Fast Ion Deposition Profile

Fig. (5) shows the total fast ion deposition profile in Doublet III.

Parameters employed in this calculation are: plasma current, Ip » 530 kA,

line-averaged electron density, % = 5 x lO*" m~^, central electron

temperature, Te(0) = 1.2 keV, effective charge number, Ze££ » 1.5, typical

charge number of impurity ions in the plasma, Z • 8, central elongation, <(0)

» 1.15, outward shift of the magnetic axis, _yQ/ » 5.8 x 10~2, neutral beam

a
energy - 80 keV, ion species - 6 : 3 : 1 in ion current extracted from an ion

source, and injection angle, Q\ » 14° and 0£ * 4.3°. The temperature and

density profiles of the plasma are assumed as

nj(r) - (nj(0) - nj(a)) | l - / — " H + nj(a) (33)

4

—"H + nj

2

J l - ( j (34)

In Fig. (5), the total fast ion deposition profiles normalized by the

averaged fast ion birth rate with and without the orbit correction for both

co-injection and counter-injection are shown. In the case of co-injection,

the fast ion birth rate with the orbit correction increases to a maximum of

30% at the inner plasma region and decreases slightly at the outer plasma

region compared to the birth rate derived without the orbit correction. The

major reason for this phenomenon is that the fast ions created in the outer
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3.1 Fast 10n Depos1t10n Prof11e 

F1g. (5) shows the tota1 fast 10n depos1t10n prof11e 1n Doub1et 111. 

Parameters emp10yed 1n th1s ca1cu1at10n are: p1asma current. 1p -530 kA. 

11ne-averaged e1ectron dens1ty.五一 a 5 x 1019 m-3 • centra1 e1ectron 

temperatnre. Te(O) .. 1.2 keV. effect1ve charge number， Zeff・1.5.typ1ca1 

charge nu坦berof 1mpur1ty 10ns 1n the p1asma. Z -8， centra1 e10ngat10n， ，，(0) 

置 1.15.outward sh出 ofthe mag岡山肱1s.主竺ー 5.8x 10-2 • neutra1 beam 
a 

energy -80 keV. 10n spec1es・6 3 1 1n 10n current extracted from an 10n 

source， and 1nject10n angle. 91 -140 and 92 -4.3 0
• The temperature and 

dens1ty prof11es of the p1asma are assumed as 

j(r) ーか(0ト n刈{1-(う}+可(a) (33) 

Tj(r) • (Tj… (34) 

1n F1g. (5). the tota1 fast 10n depos1t10n prof11es norma11zed by the 

averaged fast 10n b1rth rate w1th and w1thout the orb1t correct10n for both 

co-1nject10n and counter-1nject10n are shown. 1n the case of cO-1nject10n， 

the fast 10n b1rth rate w1th the orb1t correct10n 1ncreases to a max1mum of 

30% at the 1nner p1aama reg10n and decreases s11ght1y at the outer p1asma 

reg10n compared to the b1rth rate der1ved w1thout the orb1t correctlon. The 

major reason for th1s pheno醍 non1s that the fast 10ns created 1n the outer 
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part of the torus tend to travel inward from the magnetic flux surface on

which the fast ions are created and that near the plasma edge the fast Jons

are lost to the walls due to so-called orbit loss. In the case of

counter-injection, the fast ion birth rate with the orbit correction decreases

significantly around the central region of the plasma because the fast ions

tend to travel outward.

3.2 Comparison with the Monte Carlo Code

In order to evaluate the model for the orbit correction employed in the

present code and estimate the spatial diffusion of the fast lens during the

slowing down due to pitch angle scattering, we have compared the fast ion and

the power deposition profiles calculated by the present code with those

calculated by the Monte Carlo code [12] which was developed to calculate the

complete behaviors of the fast ions in circular plasmas including the pitch

angle scattering, orbit loss, and charge exchange loss with re-ionization. In

this comparison, the charge exchange process is excluded because the present

code is not capapable of calculating the behaviors related to the charge

exchange process.

Figure (6) shows the fast ion deposition profile which is the starting

point for calculating the power deposition profile. The fast ion deposition

profiles calculated by both codes are in good agreement except in the region

r/a < 0.1. Thia discrepancy in the central region is caused by the

divergence due to the pencil beam approximation which is used in the

Monte Carlo code.
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part of the torus tend to trave1 1nward from the magnet1c f1ux surface on 

wh1ch the fast 10ns are created and that near the p1asma edge the fast J.ons 

are 10st to the wa11s due to so-ca11ed orb1t 1088. 1n the case of 

counter-1nject10n， the fast 10n b1rth rate w1th the orb1t correct10n decreases 

s1gn1f1cant1y around the centra1 reg10n of the p1asma because the fast 10ns 

tend to trave1 outward. 

3.2 Compar1son w1th the Monte Car10 Code 

1n order to eva1uate the mode1 for the orb1t correct10n employed 1n the 

present code and est1mate the spat1a1 d1ffus10n of the fast lcns dur1ng the 

slowing down due to p1tch ang1e scatter1ng， we have compared the fast 10n and 

the power depos1t1on prof11es ca1cu1ated by the present code w1th those 

calcu1ated by the Monte Car10 code [12] wh1ch was deve10ped to ca1cu1ate the 

complete behav10rs of the fast 10ns 1n c1rcu1ar plasma8 1nc1ud1ng the p1tch 

ang1e scatter1ng， orb1t 10ss， and charge exchange 10ss w1th re-10n1zat10n. 1n 

th1s compar1son， the charge exchange proce8s 1s exc1uded because the present 

code 1s not capapab1e of calcu1at1ng the behav10rs re1ated to the charge 

exchange process. 

F1gure (6) shows the fast 10n depos1t10n prof11e wh1ch 1s the start1ng 

p01nt for calcu1at1ng the power depos1t10n prof11e. The fast 10n depos1t10n 

prof11es calcu1ated by both codes are 1n good agreement except 1n the reg10n 

r/a < 0.1. Tb1s d1screpancy 1n tbe central reg10n 1s caused by tbe 

d1vergence due to the pencil beam approx1mat10n wh1ch 1s used 1n the 

Monte Car10 code. 
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Figure (7) shows the power deposition profile to the plasma Ions

normalized by the average energy transport rate. In the present code, the

power transported to the Ions from the fast Ions Is calculated by means of an

analytical solution of the Fokker-Planck equation [13]. The power deposition

profile with the orbit correction calculated by the present code Is In good

agreement with that calculated by the Monte Carlo code except for the central

region. This agreement shows that the assumption of neglecting the spatial

diffusion of the fast Ions due to pitch angle scattering during the slowing

down Is quite reasonable and also proves that the orbit correction Is taken

Into account In a reasonable manner In the present code.

3.3 Orbit Effect

In order to estimate the orbit effect on the power deposition, the volume

a/2
Integrated power, Pabs > transported to the plasma Inside the minor radius of

r/a < 0.5 is calculated In both cases with the orbit correction in
a/2

co-injection and without. Figure (8) shows the parameter dependence of Pabs

on the plasma current, Ip, for each fast ion species. All other parameters

are those in Fig. (5). The vertical axis of Fig. (8) represents the variation
a/2 P.-P a/2

rate of P a b s , _J; ° , where Pi and P_ are Pabs with and without the orbit
Po /2

correction, respectively. The total Pabs with the orbit correction increases
P P

10 - 15% and the variation rate, •*-~ ° , decreases with the plasma current.
Po

This result is reasonable because the shift of the fast ion drift orbit and the

banana width depend on the poloidal Laraor radius of the fast ion. However,

P. P
Fig. (8) also shows that •*•" ° increases with the decrease of fast ion energy

po
in the same plasma current although the poloidal Lamor radius increases with

the fast ion energy. The reason for this tendency is that the deposition profile
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F1gure (7) 8hoW8 the power dep081t100 prof11e to the p1a8ma 1008 

oorma11zed by the average eoergy tra08port rate. 10 the pre8eot code， the 

power tra08ported to the 1008 from the fa8t 1008 18 ca1cu1ated by mea08 of ao 

aoa1yt1ca1 801utioo of the Fokker-P1aock equat100 [13]. The power dep081t100 

prof11e w1th the orb1t correct100 ca1cu1ated by the pre8eot code 18 10 good 

agreemeot w1th that ca1cu1ated by the Moote Car10 code except for the ceotra1 

reg100. Th18 agreemeot 8hows that the assumpt100 of oeg1ect10g the spat1a1 

d1ffus100 of the fast 100s due to p1tch aog1e scatter10g dur10g the slow10g 

down 1s qu1te reasooab1e aod a1so proves that the orb1t correct100 1s takeo 

10to accouot 10 a reasooab1e maooer 10 the preseot code. 

3.3 Orb1t Effect 

10 order to estlmate the orb1t effect 00 the power depos1t100， the vo1ume 
a/2 

10tegrated power， Pabs ， traosported to the pl.asma 10s1de the mloor rad1us of 

r/a .. 0.5 1s ca1cu1ated 10 both cases w1th thf:! orb1t correct1oo 10 
a/2 

co-10ject100 aod w1thout. F1gure (8) shows the par掴 eterdepeodeoce of Pabs 

00 the p1asma curreot， 1p' for each fast 100 spec1es. A11 other parameters 

are those 10 F1g. (5). The vert1ca1 ax1s of F1g. (8) represeots the var1at100 
a/2 P.ーP 3/2 

rate of Pabs ニーヱ.where P1 aod Po are Pabs 叫 thaod w1thout the orb1t 
Po 8/2 

correct100， respect1ve1y. The tota1 Pabs w1th the orb1t correct100 10creases 

P. P 
10 四 15%aod the var1at100 rate，ニここ， decreases叫 ththe p1asma curreot. 

p o 
Th1s result is reasooab1e because the sh1ft of the fast 100 dr1ft orb1t aod the 

baoaoa w1dth depeod 00 the po101da1 Lamor rad1us of the fast 10n. 取)wever.

P. P 
F1g. (8)山 0伽 wsthat三コ 10creases叫 ththe d…ase of fast 100 eoergy 

p 
o 

10 the same p1asma curreot a1though the po101da1 Lamor rad1us 10creases w1th 

the fast 100 eoergy. The reasoo for th1s teodeocy 1s that the depos1t100 prof11e 
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of the low energy fast ions of which a relatively large amount are created

near the plasma edge region is affected strongly by the orbit effect since in

co-injection fast ions tend to travel inward as described in Sec. (3.1).

P P
Figure (9) illustrates the electron density dependence of *~ ° at I o » 700kA.

P, Pn
 po

All other parameters are those in Fig. (8). x ° increases with the electron

Po
density due to the fact that at high density a relatively large amount of

fast ions are created near the plasma edge region. Consequently, at high
a/2

electron density and low plasma current, the variation of Pabs due
 t 0 tlie

orbit effect increases up to 20 -30% in Doublet III. Thus, using these plasma

parameters, it is important in the transport analysis of beam heated plasmas

to take the orbit effect into account.
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of the 10w energy fast 10n目 ofwh1ch a re1at1ve1y 1arge amount are created 

near the p1asma edge reg10n 1s affected strong1y by the orb1t effect ~1nce 1n 

co-1nject1on fast 10ns tend to trave1 1nward as de目cr1bed1n Sec. (3.1). 

P. P 
F1gure (9) 111ustrates the e1ectron dens1ty dependence of ~- 0 at Io -700kA. 

P噌 P_ Po 
Al1 other parameters are tho目e1n F1g. (8). ~- 0 1ncreases w1th the electron 

p o 
dens1ty due to the fact that at h1gh dens1ty a re1at1ve1y 1arge amount of 

fast 10ns are created near the p1asma edge reg1on. 白 nsequent1y，at h1gh 
a/2 

e1ectron denslty and 10w p1asma current， the var1at1on of Pabs due to the 

orb1t effect 1ncreases up to 20 -30% 1n Doub1et 111. ThuB， us1ng these p1asma 

parameters， 1t 1s 1mportant 1n the transport ana1ys1s of beam heated p1asmas 

to take the orb1t effect 1nto account. 
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4. SUMMARY

A new beam deposition code has been developed which has the following

capabilities:

(1) The new code is capable of calculating the fast ion deposition profile

injected into non-circular plasmas with a variable elongation and an

outward shift of the magnetic flux surface.

(2) A neutral beam injection with an arbitrary injection geometry can be

considered.

(3) The orbit correction for a fast ion deposition profile is considered by

weighting each fast ion birth rate by the fraction of bounce time which

the fast ion spends in the related differential volume between the

magnetic flux surfaces.

(4) Typical cpu time on the DEC-10 computer for calculation of a fast ion

deposition profile In Doublet III is 10 -20 seconds with the orbit

correction and 5 -10 seconds without the orbit correction. This time is

shorter by an order of magnitude than that of a Monte Carlo code.

The computational results in Doublet III show:

(1) The fast ion birth rate with the orbit correction increases in

co-injection and decreases in counter-injection in the area of the plasma

center compared to the fast ion birth rate without the orbit correction.

(2) In the case of co-injection, the volume integrated power transported

to the plasma inside the minor radius of a/2 increases 10 -20% due to

the orbit effect.
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4. SUMMARY 

A new beam depos1t10n code has been deve10ped wh1ch ha自 thefollow1ng 

capab111t1e自:

(1) The new code 18 capab1e of ca1cu1at1ng the fast 10n depos1t10n prof11e 

1njected 1nto non-c1rcu1ar p1asma自 w1tha var1ab1e e10ngat10n and an 

outward sh1ft of the magnet1c f1ux surface. 

(2) A neutra1 beam 1nject10n w1th an arb1trary 1nject10n geometry can be 

cons1dered. 

(3) The orb1t correct10n for a fast 10n depos1t10n prof11e 1s cons1dered by 

we1ght1ng each fa自t10n b1rth rate by the fract10n of bounce t1me wh1ch 

the fast 10n spends 1n the re1ated d1fferent1a1 v01ume between the 

magnet1c f1ux surfaces. 

(4) Typ1ca1 cpu t1me on the DEC-10 computer for ca1cu1at10n of a fast 10n 

depos1t1on proflle 1n Doub1et II1 1s 1.0 -20自econdsw1th the orb1t 

correct10n and 5 -10 seconds w1thout the orb1t correct10n. Th1s t1me 18 

shorter by an order of magn1tude than that of a Honte Car10 code. 

The computat10na1 resu1t自 1nDoub1et 111 show: 

(1) The fast 10n b1rth rate w1th the orb1t correct10n 1ncreases 1n 

co-1nject10n and decreases 1n counter-1nject10n 1n the area of the p1a8田

center compared to the fast 10n b1rth rate w1thout the orb1t correct1on. 

(2) 1n the case of co-1nject10n， the v01ume 1ntegrated power transported 

to the p1asma 1ns1de the m1nor rad1us of a/2 1ncreases 10 -20% due to 

the orb1t effect. 
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(3) This increment increases with the decrease in plasma current and also

increases when a relatively large amount of fast ions are created near

the plasma edge region since fast ions tend to travel toward the central

region of the plasma. Thus, the increment increases with electron

density and decreases with beam energy.

(4) The power deposition profile calculated by the present code is in good

agreement with that calculated by the Monte Carlo code which is able to

describe the complete behavior of fast ions in the plasma. This

agreement shows that the orbit correction is taken into account in a

reasonable manner in the new code.

The code can easily be modified to allow calculation of the fast ion

deposition profile for plasmas having triangularity of the magnetic flux

contour.
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(3) Th1s 1ncrement 1ncreases with the decrease 1n p1asma current and a1so 

1ncreases when a re1at1ve1y 1arge amount of fast 10ns are created near 

the p1asma edge reg10n s1nce fast 10ns tend to trave1 toward the centra1 

reg10n of the p1asma. Thus. the 1ncrement 1ncreases w1th e1ectron 

dens1ty and de~reases with beam energy. 

(4) The power depos1t10n prof11e ca1cu1ated by the present code 1s 1n good 

agreement with that ca1cu1ated by the Monte Car10 code wh1ch 1s ab1e to 

descr1be the comp1ete behav10r of fast 10ns 1n the p1asma. Th1s 

agreement shows that the orb1t correct10n 1s taken 1nto account 1n a 

reasonab1e manner 1n the new code. 

The code can eas11y be mod1f1ed to a110w ca1cu1ation of the fast 10n 

depos1t10n prof11e for p1asmas hav1ng tr1angu1ar1ty of the magnet1c f1ux 

contour. 
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MAGNETIC
SURFACE

(b)

Fig. 1 (a) Magnetic flux contours calculated by the free boundary equilibrium

code [8]. (b) Approximated magnetic flux contours employed in the

code.

MAGNET1C\SURFACE

Fig. 2 Cylindrical coordinate system*
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(b) Approximated magnetic flux contours employed in the code [81. 
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MAGNETIC SURFACE

en NORMAL
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UNIT VECTOR

r-dr r

Fig. 3 Description of calculational model for the fast ion birth rate due to a

small beam element.

BEAM
BOUNDARY

Fig. 4 Injection geometry and notation of variables.
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Fig. 3 Oescription of calculational model for the fast ion birth rate due to a 

small beam element. 
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Fig. 4 Injection geometry and notation of variables. 
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Fig. 5 Normalized fast ion birth rate.

• : without the orbit

correction, o : with the orbit

correction in co-injection,

A : with the orbit correction

in counter-injection.
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Fig. 6 Comparison of the fast ion

birth rate calculated by the

present code with that given

by the Monte Carlo code [12].

• : the present code,

X : the Monte Carlo code.
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Fig. 7 . Comparison of power deposition profile calculated by the present code

with that given by the Monte Carlo code. • : the present code,

X : the Monte Carlo code.
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Fig. 8 Plasma current dependence of the variation rate of P-v- due to the

a/2 aDS

orbit effect. P a b s is the power transported from the fast ions to the

plasma inside the minor radius of r/a < 0.5.
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F1g.8Plasma current dependence of the var1at10n rate of Pabs due to the 

a/2 
orbit effect. Pabs 1s the power transported from the fast 10ns to the 

plasma 1ns1de the m1nor radius of r/a ~ 0.5. 
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